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Digital Narrative Concept Proposal
For the digital narrative module I will create a short film using film footage and
animation. My idea would revolve around having dreams and goals in life. I
want to mix the media to create a more stimulating, interesting and complex
narrative. I was inspired by the plot sequences and flashbacks from the neo
noir psychological thriller film Memento. The episodic structure of this film is
innovative and the flashback sequences keep the audience entertained. The
daydream sequences of the character from The Secret Life of Walter Mitty
also helped to finalize my idea. My film will also be non linear but not as
complex and will make use of humor.
We are always asked as children ‘what do you want to be when you grow up?’
Some children have a solid idea, others are somewhat confused and then you
have the daydreamers. Children have different goals and dreams but how
many follow these through, do these dreams change as you get older or are
they adapted because reality sets in?
My concept proposal is a combination of these attitudes to dreams and
childhood. Using flashback sequences of a protagonist I will create a short
film of his childhood aspirations and the future outcomes. I will initiate the
flashback sequences from film footage, which encourage him to reflect on his
life. The film footage will be shot locally in everyday areas like the park and
street to emphasize a protagonist that everyone can relate to.
I want my film to appeal to a younger audience and therefore the live film
footage will not be complex and the animations will be aesthetically pleasing
visually and entertaining to keep the audience engaged. The animations will
consist of simple animated Photoshop images. My younger brother will play
me as the child with dreams and as an adult I will remember these. My film
will then conclude with scenes showing whether these dreams came true and
to what extent. Though the narrative relates to the personal experience of the
protagonist, the introduction and conclusion of the film will incorporate the
idea of every human having dreams.
The flashback sequences will be shown in black and white. The film footage
will also contrast a faster paced present day with a slower tempo for the past.
I will use different diegetic and non-diegetic music and sounds to emphasize
each stage of the narrative. For example using applause when the animated
character lifts his winning cup and explosions for the dream clouds bursting.
There will be different types of soundtracks for the present day and the past.
There will also be narration from the protagonist but this will be kept to a
minimum so the younger audience will focus more on the visuals. The film will
follow the three act structure and the audience will feel that any disequilibrium
felt from the flashbacks and broken dreams are resolved in the conclusion.
The length of the narrative will be approximately three minutes and edited in
After Effects.

Sound
Background score:
Oaklawn Dreams
http://wistia.com/library/music
1960s Pop Loop
http://www.purple-planet.com/groovy-backgrounds/4588320766
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